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Employee Spotlight

Alvin Ballard came to work at Glenn E. Thomas in 2016.  He has been in the car business for 23
years.  Alvin was raised in Memphis and moved to California in 1989 for a job.  He loved the weather
and never left.  

Alvin enjoys traveling and studying different cultures and history.  His favorite place he has traveled to
is Amsterdam.  He also enjoyed the beauty of Canada and says the most memorable place he has
ever been to is Mount McKinley in Alaska.

Alvin says he enjoys working at GET because we are a customer focused dealership.  He likes that
we our treat employees fairly and care about them.  He loves selling high performance cars,
especially the Grand Cherokee Trackhawk.

Alvin’s favorite TV shows are the classics – Mash and Cheers.

Thank you, Alvin, for all you do.  We are thankful you are part of our GET Family.
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Compass Technology
A home away from home for contemporary passengers

The latest features on the new Jeep® Compass deliver a comprehensively connected experience for
both driver and passengers.

Uconnect® Systems

Navigation and infotainment have
never been more accessible than
with the 2018 Compass’
Uconnect® system. Use your voice
to access your favorite apps and
playlists as well as find new
locations with the technology’s
GPS guidance. Siri ® and
Bluetooth® are added bonuses. An
available 8.4-inch touchscreen is
easily viewable for front
passengers or those in the back
seat.

 SiriusXM Guardian™ 

The convenience of SiriusXM
Guardian™ enables you to unlock
or unlock your vehicle, as well as
start or stop it, with the touch of a
button. The app also has a button
for activating the alarm system on your vehicle which will help you feel safe when embarking on solo
road trips or retrieving your vehicle from a dark parking garage.

Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay®

The new Jeep® Compass is equipped with the intelligence to provide you with vast entertainment
during your ride. Android Auto™ capability means that you can sync your phone with the Uconnect®
system for extended navigation and entertainment options. With Apple CarPlay®, you can stay in
touch with friends and family on the go via phone calls and messages. Apple® Maps is an extra
amenity that comes with this feature.

Refined audio

Choose the available BeatsAudio™ Premium II Audio System to pamper yourself with clear, dynamic
sound. Whether listening to the radio, your playlists or an audio book, this top-notch technology comes
accoutered with a 12-channel amp, subwoofer and nine speakers to enchant every passenger.

Advanced driver information display

The available class-exclusive seven-inch Multiview Driver Information Digital Cluster Display provides
you with even more customizable technology. The memory settings let you tweak the display’s
graphics and modes according to your needs and preferences. The display also functions as a hub
from which you can access media info, speed gauge, navigation information, and the optional
Selec-Terrain ® Traction Control System.



No matter how long or short your road trip is, make it a pleasant one by choosing the
technology-laden 2018 Jeep® Compass.

 This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Details: 2018 Jeep® Cherokee Utility
Great utility both on- and off-road

Jeep® has a long history of highly capable vehicles that offer their drivers a high level of utility, and
the 2018 Jeep ® Cherokee is no exception to this trend.

Trail-Rated® toughness

The 2018 Jeep® Cherokee follows
in the grand tradition of Jeep®
SUVs, in that it offers a version of
the utility vehicle that excels when
the road is less “well-maintained
highway” and more “an opening
between the trees.” For the
Cherokee, that model is the
Cherokee Trailhawk®.

The Cherokee Trailhawk comes
with a Jeep® Active Drive 4x4
system, which ensures strong
traction by creating a 56:1 crawl
ratio. Beyond traction, the
Cherokee Trailhawk is designed to
allow deeper water fording, with
extra body sealing and a high air
intake for a fording depth of up to
20 inches. Finally, high ground
clearance allows the Cherokee to
literally overcome obstacles with an approach angle of 29.9 degrees, a departure angle of 32.2
degrees and a breakover angle of 22.9 degrees.

Maneuverability

The Cherokee is easily maneuverable, helping you out of tight spots with a turning diameter of just
38.1 feet, a wheel base of 107 inches and an overall length of 182 inches. Beyond that, the Cherokee
offers good suspension articulation, with independent suspension at all four wheels to allow the
wheels to travel more and help keep traction.

Power

Of course, the Cherokee can’t function without its most crucial element: the engine. The 2018 model
comes with one of two engines.

The smaller engine is a 2.4-liter Tigershark® Multiair® 2 four-cylinder. This efficient engine produces
184 horsepower and 171 lb-ft of torque, with maximum fuel efficiency of 30 mpg on the highway.*

The second engine is larger — a 3.2-liter Pentastar® V6 that greatly boosts the Cherokee’s power to
271 horsepower and 239 lb-ft of torque.

All in all, the 2018 Jeep® Cherokee’s capable powertrains give it best-in-class towing capabilities, with
a maximum towing weight of 4,500 pounds when it is properly equipped.

When all of these features are placed together, the 2018 Jeep® Cherokee offers drivers strong utility



both on the road and off the beaten path.

*Actual mileage may vary. For more information, please visit: www.jeep.com/fuelefficiency.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Chrysler 300
Take the wheel of a legendary luxury car

As the only sedan in Chrysler’s 2018 lineup, the 300 carries a lot of responsibility to bear the brand’s
reputation for elegance and performance. A lavish vehicle inside and out, with muscle to boot, the
2018 Chrysler 300 is an impressive ride for driving connoisseurs.

Fashionable from bumper to bumper

The designers of the Chrysler 300
know the importance of a good first
impression, and that philosophy
manifests itself in the style of the
300.

The prominent grille and plumb
body lines exude a posh, confident
demeanor, accentuated by
available chrome touches and a
rear spoiler. It even comes with
nine different wheel design
options.

The latest luxuries

The brand’s attentive refinement
extends to the inside of the
Chrysler 300; the sedan can be
outfitted with one of 13 different
style and color combinations of
Nappa leather seating. A seat heating system with eight-way adjustable power is available for the
front seats.

The Chrysler 300 bears the latest Uconnect® 4C system with 8.4-inch display and voice-integrated
Bluetooth® operation.

The heart of the 300

To continue the brand’s performance heritage, the latest 300 has been equipped with a formidable
powertrain. At the core is an uncompromising 3.6-liter Pentastar® V6 24-Valve VVT engine poised to
deliver 292 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque. That’s paired to an eight-speed automatic transmission
with rotary.

The possibilities don’t end there; the highest level of the 300, the C trim, bears a brawny 5.7-liter V8
HEMI® MDS VVT engine with even better capabilities: 363 horsepower and 394 lb-ft of torque. While
this version of the 300 is only offered in rear-wheel drive, the other engine can come with either
rear-wheel or all-wheel drive.

For an unforgettable driving experience, look no further than the prestigious 2018 Chrysler 300,
available now at your local dealership.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Chrysler Pacifica
This family-friendly vehicle comes decked out with the latest
technology

Finding a family-friendly vehicle is easy, but finding a tech-friendly, powerful family vehicle like the
2018 Chrysler Pacifica is a tougher feat. In fact, when it comes down to it, there’s simply no
competition. The Pacifica has a wide range of luxury interior amenities and performance metrics that
will put you ahead of the pack.

The 2018 Chrysler Pacifica is available at six trim levels: L, LX, Touring Plus, Touring L, Touring L
Plus and Limited.

Interior

Gone are the days of needing to
call shotgun in order to be
comfortable. In the 2018 Pacifica,
every seat offers an enjoyable
experience; there are cloth bucket
seats in the front row and deluxe
bench seats in the second and
third rows. The Touring Plus trim
offers rear passengers even more
comfort with a three-zone
automatic temperature control
system and second-row window
shades. The Limited offers the
ultimate luxury cabin experience;
the front seats are upgraded to
premium nappa leather-trimmed
heated and ventilated bucket seats,
while the second row adds heated
seats.

Technology

With the entire family in tow, entertainment is the key to everyone’s sanity on a road trip. That’s why
the new Pacifica comes with the latest tech — including an available 8.4-inch touchscreen
infotainment display, equipped with 13 Alpine® speakers and a 506-watt amplifier. Passengers in the
cabin can also stay connected with second-row USB charging ports for their devices on the Limited
trim.

Performance

The 2018 Chrysler Pacifica offers a streamlined powertrain across its six trim levels. Its 3.6-liter V6
engine is paired to a nine-speed automatic transmission. Together, this powertrain produces 287
horsepower and 262 lb-ft of torque. The base trim earns an estimated 18 mpg in the city and 28 mpg
on the highway, but fuel economy is improved on upper trim levels.* Additionally, beginning on the LX
trim, the Pacifica adds an Engine Stop Start (ESS) system to its powertrain. Upper trim levels,
equipped with ESS, earn an estimated 19 mpg in the city and 28 mpg on the highway.*

The 2018 Chrysler Pacifica offers everything from a luxury interior with state-of-the-art tech to



performance and seating for up to seven passengers. If you’re in need of the perfect family-friendly
vehicle, the Pacifica is your best bet.

*Actual mileage may vary. For more information, please visit: www.chrysler.com/fuelefficiency.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Dodge Charger
Brawn, brains and timeless style

Most full size family sedans that advertise sportiness tend to invest more in eye-catching style than in
actual performance. The 2018 Dodge Charger, on the other hand, offers both style and substance in
an unforgettable package.

Style

The 2018 Dodge Charger makes
no excuses. Where other vehicles
try their hand at looking sporty with
maw-like grilles and proportionally
bizarre bodywork, the Charger
delivers unabashed, all-American
bravado. It’s lean, mean and
muscular, with a roofline and
overall shape that harks back to the
iconic Chargers of the late 1960s
— the result being a car that looks
both old-fashioned and modern at
the same time.

The Charger features some
obvious nods to aerodynamic
efficiency, such as the smoothly
rounded nose, as well as some
design elements that clearly exist
purely for the sake of looking cool,
like its distinctive taillights that cut
across the entire rear of the car.

Power

Choosing between the four available engines for the 2018 Charger is a matter of choosing between
having a good amount of power and having a tremendous amount of it. The base models get a
standard 3.6-liter V6 with 292 horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque, which can be tuned up to 300 hp
and 264 lb-ft. If you desire more power, you can opt for a 5.7-liter V8, a 6.4-liter V8 and finally the
famed 6.2-liter supercharged HEMI® V8 that outputs 707 horsepower and 650 lb-ft of torque.
Needless to say, your mileage won’t be very good, but you’ll get one of the best V8 engines there is
and the ability to accelerate from zero to 60 faster than you can say “2018 Dodge Charger SRT®
Hellcat.”

Wits

The 2018 Dodge Charger may be brutishly quick, very American and a little bit big for a performance
sedan, but it’s not dumb or uncomfortable. That extra size makes for a very roomy interior, which is
filled to the brim with useful and entertaining technologies and gadgets.

At the center of it all is the 8.4-inch Uconnect® infotainment system, which comes with Voice
Command functionality for safer and more convenient control. Bluetooth® Streaming Audio lets you
stream your favorite music wirelessly, should you not be satisfied with SiriusXM® Satellite Radio or
the HD Radio™, which you can listen to on your choice of four different sound setups, including a



the HD Radio™, which you can listen to on your choice of four different sound setups, including a
10-speaker BeatsAudio™ premium audio system and a 19-speaker Harman Kardon® surround sound
system.

Brawn, brains and timeless style: the 2018 Dodge Charger has all the makings of an excellent full size
sport sedan.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Dodge Journey
The 2018 Dodge Journey is the master of the road trip

From the same automaker that allows drivers to dominate the strip in the high-powered Challenger
comes an SUV that allows drivers to dominate the highways on any given road trip: the 2018 Dodge
Journey.

Under the hood

The 2018 Dodge Journey can be
powered by one of two different
engines. The first, which is offered
as standard equipment, is a
2.4-liter, 16-valve, four-cylinder
motor, which produces 173
horsepower and 166 lb-ft of torque.
When paired with a four-speed
automatic transmission, this
powerplant delivers 19 mpg in the
city and 25 mpg on the highway.*

The second, larger engine is the
award-winning 3.6-liter Pentastar®
V6, which generates 283
horsepower and 260 lb-ft of torque.
This engine comes mated to a
six-speed automatic transmission
with AutoStick, allowing the engine
to produce similar fuel efficiency
numbers as the smaller engine,
with 17 mpg in the city and 25 mpg on the highway.**

Master of the road trip

It isn’t a coincidence that both engines deliver the same highway fuel efficiency — the 2018 Dodge
Journey was designed especially for long drives.  

Dodge achieved this first by pairing its engines with two fuel tank options: either the standard
20.5-gallon tank or the larger, optional 21.1-gallon tank. Since both engines produce up to 25 mpg on
the highway, the Journey can cover over 500 miles on just a single tank of gas.

Furthermore, the latest Dodge Journey offers a large, versatile cabin. This includes three rows of
seating (with available second-row integrated child booster seats), where the second and third rows
can be adjusted in several different directions or simply folded down flat for increased cargo volume
— up to 67.6 cubic feet.

The 2018 Journey also lets drivers tow cargo, with a maximum towing capacity of up to 2,500 pounds
and towing-friendly technology like the standard Trailer Sway Control.

With a combination of a long range and unique long-drive capabilities, the 2018 Dodge Journey is
ready for any road trip that you and your crew decide to embark on.

*Manufacturer estimated 25 hwy mpg with 2.4L engine and four-speed automatic transmission, FWD.



Actual mileage may vary.

**Manufacturer estimated mpg with 2.4L engine and four-speed automatic transmission, or 3.6L
engine and six-speed automatic transmission, FWD. Actual mileage may vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Maintenance Resolutions for Your Car
Resolve to keep your vehicle running smoothly all year long

New Year’s resolutions are a tradition. You might be determined to clean out the clutter in your home,
adopt a new fitness regimen or commit to better eating habits, which are all noble pursuits, but don’t
forget about the one thing that keeps your life running smoothly: your vehicle. This year, in addition to
the best intentions for your personal and family life, include a dedicated resolution to taking care of
your vehicle so that it runs at peak performance all year long.

Mechanics maintenance

Nothing is more important in the
realm of routine automotive
maintenance than consistent,
manufactured-recommended oil
changes. Without proper oil levels,
your engine runs the risk of severe
damage and eventual failure.

While you’re getting your oil
changed, you might as well check
your vehicle’s other fluids.
According to Wheels.ca writer Yuki
Hayashi, these include clutch,
brake and coolant fluid.

CarCare.org recommends
switching out your fuel filter every
24,000 miles or every two years
and regularly checking the
condition of your brakes.

Bi-annual checkups are a smart way to avoid major problems and expensive repairs, according to
Hayashi. Be proactive with your vehicle’s maintenance to ensure dependable and strong performance
throughout the year.

“You should test your battery every fall. If you car’s battery is three years old or more, consider
replacing it since the chances of failure increase,” CarCare.org reports.

Cabin care

A clean cabin is not only important for your driving comfort, but also for resale value. Stained
upholstery and ripped leather seats will discourage future buyers and decrease your trade-in value.
Plus, no one likes to ride in a vehicle with spilled coffee, food crumbs, overflowing bags of trash and
unidentifiable smells.

Seeing clearly is vital to driving safety, so be sure that your windshield and windows are always free of
dirt and debris.

Once you’ve removed the dust and dirt, apply an automotive-approved product to your dashboard,
console and controls to renew and protect the appearance of your interior.

Appearance attention



Outside forces such as snow, rain, road salt, mud and leaves will continuously wreak havoc on your
vehicle’s exterior, dulling and damaging the paint job and causing deterioration such as rust. With
regular car washes and waxes, you can protect the integrity of your vehicle’s appearance as well as
prevent rust spots from beginning or getting worse. Regular washes, especially thorough ones that
tend to the undercarriage of your vehicle, will reveal any nicks, scratches or areas in need of repair.

Over time, your headlights will start to dim. Take time to test the brightness and position of your
headlights. If driving at night seems to be less illuminated than you remember, it’s time for new bulbs.

The appearance of your tires can reveal a lot about your vehicle’s health, so it’s important to look them
over regularly. You’ll want to review the depth and quality of your tires’ tread. Hayashi recommends
checking your tires’ air pressure at every other fill-up. An underinflated or overinflated tire can lead to
a blowout while driving. The outside temperature can adversely affect tire pressure, so when the
weather fluctuates you should pay even more attention to your wheels.

“Performing regular tire checks and routine maintenance will help to ensure your vehicle will stay in
optimal condition. This will aid performance, fuel economy and tire wear,” explains
ConsumerReports.org.

For a year of safe driving, resolve to keep regular car care at the top of your to-do list.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Pulled Pork Nachos

Pulled Pork Nachos with Pepper Jack and Bacon
Recipe by www.ourbestbites.com

*Tip:  All of the different elements in this recipe can add quite a bit of salt.  I suggest using low-sodium
bacon, and omitting the salt on the pork (or simply decreasing it and salting afterward) to make sure
your finished dish isn’t too salty.

There is no reason to be precise with nacho measurements, feel free to add as much or as little of
each ingredient as you like.  The below measurements are simply a guide for one dinner plate size
serving.  If making for a crowd, pile all of these same ingredients on a large baking sheet.

Ingredients

Tortilla chips
1  1/2 cup (heaping)shredded Pepper Jack cheese
3-4 tablespoons drained and diced pepperoncini
2-3 strips bacon, cooked and crumbled
2-3 tablespoons chopped red onion
2-3 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro
sour cream
1 boneless pork shoulder (butt) roast 
Sea salt (pink Hawaiian sea salt if you can find it; SMOKED Hawaiian sea salt if you can find that)



Hickory-flavored liquid smoke (if you can’t find smoked sea salt, or for a little more smokey flavor)

Directions

Rinse the pork roast and pat it dry. Pierce the entire roast with a fork. Sprinkle generously with the
liquid smoke (about 1 tablespoon, more if you have a very large roast) and sprinkle with the sea salt
(start with about a little less than tablespoon and see how far it gets you; you can always add more
after it cooks).  If using traditional kosher salt, decrease salt to 1-2 teaspoons.  Rub the salt into the
roast. Place the roast in a slow cooker and cook on low for 8-10 hours or until the meat shreds easily
with a fork.

Remove the roast from the pan and place it in a serving dish or on a serving platter. Shred it,
discarding any large pieces of fat. Drizzle enough of the cooking liquid over the pork to re-moisten it
and keep it from drying out.

Preheat oven to 350.

Place a single layer of tortilla chips on an oven safe plate.  Top with a heaping 3/4 cup cheese.  Place
pork over top and sprinkle with pepperoncini.  Break up a handful of tortilla chips into large pieces and
sprinkle on top.  Add remaining cheese, top with crumbled bacon and onion.  Bake in the oven until
cheese is melted.  Remove, and sprinkle on cilantro and dollops of sour cream.  Serve immediately.
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Do’s and Don’ts of Making Your Own Bread
Bake the best bread with these tips

Bread making is an art. Even with very few ingredients — water, flour, yeast and salt — bread recipes
can be difficult to master.

“Making bread can be a very intimidating proposition, even for the most seasoned home cook,”
explains ReluctantGourmet.com Writer G. Stephen Jones. “Someone who doesn’t think twice about
putting together a traditional cassoulet with an ingredient list as long as their arm might experience a
pang or two of doubt when faced with a bread recipe with those four little ingredients.”

To make sure your next batch of homemade bread meets bakery standards for taste and appearance,
incorporate the following bread-baking tips.

Do’s

A simple recipe is the best start to
a delicious loaf of bread, according
to TheSpruce.com Writer Jennifer
McGavin, who recommends being
flexible with the recipe’s directions.

“The caveat is that bread baking
will always have slight variations
due to the moisture content of the
flour you are using,” explains
McGavin.

Once you’ve settled on a simple
recipe, it’s important to invest in
high quality ingredients.

“Common-sense steps will help
ensure a tasty loaf. Check the
expiration date when you purchase
yeast; be sure to buy exactly the
type of flour called for in a recipe (bread flour, for example) and use bottled water if your local tap
water has any unpleasant smells or flavors,” advises CookingLight.com Writer Kathryn Conrad.

Although a baking stone carries a lot of weight and requires an extended amount of time to heat up,
McGavin says that using one will almost guarantee your bread bakes up with an ideal crust. And don’t
forget to preheat the oven with the stone in it.

“With or without a baking stone, I have found that heating the oven for half an hour with no stone or
one hour with a stone is essential for professional-looking and tasting results,” writes McGavin.

Don’ts

Don’t expect your first bread-making attempt to be the stuff of culinary genius — even if it’s tasty, the
more you practice at making bread the better each batch will be. To get better, you need to pay
attention to your scientific methods.

“Teach yourself to check ambient temperature, water and dough temperatures and write down the
steps you took, on the side of your recipe or in a notebook,” explains McGavin. “You will probably



bake bread a few times a month and you will forget what works for you — that you added two extra
tablespoons of water, or cut down on the salt — if it’s not written down.”

Don’t get sloppy with your recipe’s detailed measurements. A dash of that or a pinch of this will not
result in quality bread.

“Careful measuring of ingredients is essential to making good bread. Don’t rely on guesswork,” reports
Conrad. “When measuring the flour, be sure to follow our instructions to lightly spoon it into the
measuring cup (don’t scoop!) and level off the excess using a knife. Be sure to use dry measuring
cups for dry ingredients like flour and sugar, and liquid measuring cups for any liquid.”

Homemade bread is a delicious and special treat; with a little practice and dedication, you’ll be able to
produce bakery-quality bread in your home kitchen with ease.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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9 Expenses to Cut from Your Life
Maximize your paycheck by reducing your monthly costs

Wouldn’t it be nice to boost your savings and reduce your expenses? Here are nine practical ways
that you can eliminate pricy fees from your life.

Extra outings

According to Lauren Ver Hage,
contributor to The Financial Diet,
it’s best to plan out your outings
ahead of time to avoid
overspending. If you know you’re
dining out or paying for some other
activity in the middle of the week,
save money by opting for free or
low-cost activities on the weekend
(and vice versa).

Transportation

Minimize the wear on your vehicle
and save on gas by carpooling or
participating in a rideshare
program. Payoff Inc. recommends
initiating a carpool with coworkers.
You can also check out local
options for ridesharing, especially if you live in an urban setting. 

Cleaning supplies

Another common expense to cut is expensive brand-name cleaning products. Ver Hage advises
stocking your cleaning shelf with basics such as vinegar and baking soda. Browse Pinterest for other
easy cleaning product recipes that you can use to keep your abode tidy while curbing costs.

Bundle insurance

Leslie Geary from Bankrate.com suggests combining your separate insurance policies into one, to
help cut your monthly bill. Providers will often give you a discounted rate if you decide to go this route,
so it’s definitely something worth pursuing.

Laundry

When doing laundry, Geary advises choosing the cold water setting whenever possible, which will
help lower your utility bill. Another way to save on laundry expenses is to dry clean special garments
at home rather than at a local dry cleaning shop.

Conserve electricity

Turn off lights, kitchen appliances and other household gadgets when you’re not using them. Ver
Hage explains that this is a simple but often overlooked way to lower your electricity costs.  

Refinance your house

If you own a house, Payoff Inc. recommends that you refinance it to save money. By refinancing the



remaining balance that you owe on your house, you can enjoy a lower interest rate than what you
were originally paying.

Coupon codes

Whenever you shop online, Ver Hage suggests checking for coupon codes you can apply at checkout.
With so many online coupons as well as company-specific codes, you can obtain a lower price tag on
a wide spectrum of items.  

Cell phone

Kelsey Sheehy from NerdWallet.com advises that you should regularly evaluate your cell phone plan
to make sure you’re not paying extra for data or perks that you never use. It’s also a great idea to
shop around for other providers’ plans to make sure you’re getting the lowest rate for the cell services
that you need. Many cell phone companies have set monthly fee plans, which can result in significant
savings.

Equipped with these budget-savvy strategies, you are well on your way to increasing your savings and
decreasing the amount you spend each month.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Benefits of Mentorship
An often untapped resource for realizing your full potential 

January is National Mentoring Month, encouraging people to connect with a friend, family member or
colleague who can help you become the best person you can be. Discover a few of the benefits that
mentoring can bring to your professional life.

Share your knowledge

Per Michael Cheary, contributor to
Reed.co.uk, mentoring enables you
to impart your wealth of knowledge
and experience onto someone
else. This can be particularly
helpful to new employees on your
team. Not only will taking a newbie
under your wing prove beneficial for
the recipient, but it will also solidify
your own expertise on whatever
tasks, procedures or projects that
you are instructing them on.

Glean encouragement and
guidance

As Miranda Morley with
Smallbusiness.chron.com states,
finding a mentor can be helpful to
maintaining your confidence and morale on the job. It can be crucial, especially if you’re starting a new
business. A mentor with a successful business in the same niche as your startup will have invaluable
insights about how they got started, challenges you can expect and how to overcome roadblocks
along the way.

They will also be a great resource to have down the road if you need advice about a new business
policy or product idea you’ve been mulling over.

Advance your career

Mentoring others also looks great on your resume, especially if you are working toward advancing up
the corporate ladder to a senior management or supervisor role, as Michael Cheary with Reed.co.uk
recommends.

Whether your workplace already has a mentoring program in place, or you take the initiative to
mentor new coworkers yourself, this practice shows a commitment to your team and company. This, in
turn, will give you an advantage when your managers are considering advancing current employees
into more prominent roles. 

Excel in academia

Besides working professionals, students are another key group that can benefit from mentoring
relationships. Brendan L. Smith, contributor to American Psychological Association, says that
academic mentors can help boost your performance in higher education, particularly in rigorous grad
school programs. Those who seek out peers and/or teachers for mentors tend to have a keener sense



of purpose in their field and demonstrate a more active involvement in professional organizations.

Expand your network

According to Miranda Morley, contributor to Smallbusiness.chron.com, networking is one of the key
perks of mentoring. By partnering with someone more experienced in your workplace, you will open
yourself up to the resources and personal contacts that your mentor is familiar with. This can be useful
whether you’re searching for a new job, starting a new career path or simply need to connect with a
professional in another field.

Get a fresh perspective

Per Michael Cheary with Reed.co.uk, mentoring newer employees can help you to see your role and
your company in a new way. Whether you’ve been in your role for five or 10 years, this is definitely a
healthy benefit that any long-standing employee can appreciate. Not only will it infuse you with a
positive sense of morale, but it can expand your appreciation for the useful services that your team
provides that you might have lost sight of in the daily grind.

“No man is an island unto himself,” as the adage goes. Set yourself up for success in your career by
cultivating mentor relationships to enhance your professional growth while giving back to others.
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6 Books from 2017 You Might Have Missed
Add these 2017 titles to your must-read list before the year ends

With 2017 in the rearview, now is the time to check out one of the following must-read titles that
debuted last year. These stories will keep you guessing, entertained and impressed by the scope of
each author’s literary talents.

“We Were the Lucky Ones” by
Georgia Hunter

Hunter’s novel takes inspiration
from a real Jewish family — the
Kurcs — who struggle to endure
the horrors of World War II and
yearn to come together at the war’s
conclusion. This
thoughtfully-written and emotionally
poignant novel covers a time of six
years and celebrates the resilience
of the human spirit and the lasting
love of family.

“Little Fires Everywhere”
Celeste Ng

Ng, a bestselling novelist, reveals
to readers a precarious world built
on secrets that center around two
families — the Richardsons and the Warrens. Ng’s writing examines the emotional complexities of
heritage, motherhood, family and artistic expression with exquisite flair and through powerful
storytelling.

“Sing, Unburied, Sing: A Novel” by Jesmyn Ward

This mesmerizing tale just earned the author her second National Book Award for Fiction (her first
was for her book “Salvage the Bones”). Ward’s exemplary literary aptitude is on full display in this
harrowing and epic story that centers on the complicated, difficult and emotional present and past of
Mississippi and how the state’s tumultuous legacy impacts the identity, bond and relationship of a
family.

“Saints for All Occasions” J. Courtney Sullivan

Sullivan’s novel examines the bonds of family and how a secret can both destroy and bind loved ones
together. Sullivan’s story focuses on two sisters, Nora and Theresa Flynn, who leave their home in
Ireland at a chance for a new life in America. This novel follows the lives of these sisters as they grow
into women, mothers and grandmothers. It is an all-encompassing story of a lifetime of family, love
and heartache.

“No One Is Coming to Save Us: A Novel” by Stephanie Powell Watts

According to Amazon.com, this novel was named a 2017 Best Summer Read pick by The Seattle
Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal, and it’s easy to see why. This sweeping
and heart-wrenchingly emotional novel examines how difficult it can be to go home again. The central



character is JJ Ferguson, who has returned to his roots in Pinewood, North Carolina, as an adult; he
carries with him big plans that are in stark contrast to the realities of his hometown and the people he
knew and loved as a child.

“Rich People Problems: A Novel” by Kevin Kwan

Bestselling author Kwan brings readers a story of a family obsessed with wealth, jealousy, selfishness
and a pursuit of a family inheritance. Kwan’s ruthlessly laugh-out-loud story exposes the past, present
and potential implosion of a privileged Asian family.

2018 is here, but you still have time to invest in one of the above reads. No matter which story you
choose, you’ll find yourself swept away to remarkable landscapes, affected by unforgettable
characters and inspired by emotional journeys of family, love and loss.
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Home Remedies to Alleviate Cold Symptoms
Avoid another doctor’s visit with these at-home methods

The common cold doesn’t always require a doctor’s visit, but the symptoms can sometimes leave you
lethargic and whiney. If you’re stuck on the couch with a box of tissues in your lap, consider these
at-home remedies to make your symptoms a little more bearable.

Drink water

This may seem like an obvious
one, but make sure you are staying
hydrated. Your body is 60 percent
water and it can’t function properly
unless you are hydrated. Plus, if
you have the cold sweats, you
need to replace the water that your
body is expelling.

Take a hot shower

Not only will this help you feel
cleaner and overall a bit more put
together, but the steam from an
extra hot shower will actually help
with your congestion and coughing.
The addition of a humidifier in your
bedroom can also alleviate your
coughing during the night, helping
you get that much-needed rest.

Cook with garlic

If you’re making some dinner for yourself, incorporate garlic into your recipe. Garlic is thought to have
antimicrobial properties, which can both help heal and prevent sickness. There are plenty of delicious
recipes that incorporate garlic, so grab a few cloves and whip something up.

Tea with honey and lemon

When you have a sore throat and a cold, any hot beverage can be soothing. However, try adding
some honey and lemon to a hot cup of tea. The tea will help soothe your throat alongside the honey,
which has antibacterial and antimicrobial properties. Honey also works as a cough suppressant, which
will help prevent further irritation of your throat.

The addition of lemon juice or a lemon slice will incorporate Vitamin C into your tea, which can help
boost your immune system. The citrus from the lemon can also help clear out your throat if you have a
cold.

Eating probiotics

Probiotics is another word for good bacteria, which help protect and strengthen your immune system
and digestive system. These probiotics can be found in many foods, but they are most commonly
found in yogurt. Have a cup of yogurt for breakfast (maybe even drizzle some honey on top) to help
your body fight off the infection.



Chicken soup

Of course, we all know that we’re supposed to drink chicken soup when we are sick, but why? Well,
as it turns out, chicken soup can help slow the movement of white blood cells in your body, allowing
them to gather in areas of infection to heal and prevent it from spreading. Plus, the heat from the soup
will help soothe your throat and warm your entire body.

Getting well is a priority when you’re sick, but it doesn’t always require a doctor’s visit. There are
plenty of ways to alleviate your cold and flu symptoms from the comfort of your own home. The next
time your nose stuffs up or your throat gets scratchy, try some of these simple remedies.
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5 Best Coffee Houses in Southern California
These unique Southern California coffee houses serve bold,
delicious and worldly coffees

Southern California is a much-sought-after destination, and the following coffee houses not only
celebrate the laid-back, easy-going vibe of the area and local roasts, but also delicious coffee from
around the world. As a guest, you’ll be impressed by the friendly customer service and thankful for the
delectable drinks, both caffeinated and decaffeinated, savory meal options and sweet treats at these
coffee houses in Southern California.

Hidden House Coffee

Hidden House Coffee offers you
two locations for incredible coffee,
pastries and service. Whether you
patronize the coffee house at the
San Juan Capistrano or Santa Ana
location, you will be greeted with a
friendly staff, fresh,
made-from-scratch cookies,
croissants and scones, as well as a
choice of robust coffee.

Dinosaur Coffee 

Dinosaur Coffee not only serves
delicious coffee, it also serves as a
respite from chaotic days, a
community meeting place and
event host. Located in Northwest
Silver Lake in Los Angeles on
Sunset Boulevard, this friendly, independent coffee house features SF’s Fourbarrel Coffee and teas
created by Song Tea. Open every day from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., there’s always time for a visit to Dinosaur
Coffee.

Balconi Coffee Company

A “multi-roaster,” the Balconi Coffee Company in Los Angeles employs the siphon method,
(originated in the 1830s) to create its bold, refreshing and exquisite espresso, brewed-to order coffee
and specialty drinks. The Almond Essence Latte, which is made with milk, is a signature and original
offering at the coffee house.

You will be amazed how amazing the combination of sweetened, pulverized almonds, espresso and
steamed organic STRAUS whole milk tastes. If you prefer tea, you will not be disappointed with the
coffee houses’ inspired Green Tea Latte – Matcha.  

Espresso Cielo Café Life

Santa Monica is home to two locations of the inviting and warm Espresso Cielo Café Life. This
neighborhood shop features a welcoming atmosphere, a meeting place for the community and a menu
rich with sweet and distinctive coffee-infused and inspired drinks as well as comforting, bold and rich
teas.



If your go-to drink is a latte, you will delight in choosing among turmeric, chai, matcha, piccolo and
mocha. Artisan pastries such as canelés, brownies, croissants and muffins make a delectable
companion to your preferred drink. If you are in need of healthier options, take heart because the
Cielo Café also features two granola bowl options — pomegranate and espresso.

Full of Beans

Due to its popular location in Ventura Beach, Full of Beans Coffee House is now a favorite spot in
Ojai. Featuring 14 locally roasted coffees on the menu, Full of Beans coffee house presents a
magnificent setting, complete with beautiful flowers, shady trees and a brightly decorated garden
patio, for you to enjoy your daily cup of coffee. The casual ambiance melts your cares away while the
selection of scrumptious pastries will make your belly happy. Full of Beans is a wonderful, hospitable
place to take a break from your day’s hectic schedule.

Fuel your California dream with a visit to one of these amazing, eclectic and coffee-rich
establishments.
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